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Abstract. The Apriori algorithm is considered a classic in the association rules 

extraction field. This algorithm makes recursive searches in a dataset looking for frequent 

sets that satisfy given minimum support. Apriori has several properties to optimize its 

performance, such as reducing the number of generated itemsets and its parallelization by 

multiple processors. These features have led to the emergence of several studies that present 

parallel versions of Apriori. However, these proposals do not explore the heterogeneous 

capabilities of each machine, which causes a significant part of the algorithm's processing 

time to be spent on I/O processes and not exactly on the execution of the algorithm. In this 

sense, this study proposes a mathematical modeling of the Apriori algorithm in which 

heterogeneous machines are considered. The findings identified a better performance of this 

algorithm when compared to the original and parallel versions of Apriori, but in which all 

processors are considered homogeneous. The findings reveal the time reducing rate increases 

with the growth in the number of itemsets and the number of considered processors.  

Keywords: decision-making, data mining, mathematical modeling, Apriori, 

performance. 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION  

 

 

The discovery of association rules is currently one of the most relevant tasks in data 

mining. This model is applied to several problems in the business area, such as online 

commerce, education performance analysis or insurance risk analysis [1-4].   

It is pertinent to present a set of fundamental concepts that formalizes the problem of 

mining association rules. Let’s be T = {t1, t2, ..., tn} containing a set of n transactions, in 

which we have a set of m available items I = {i1, i2, ..., in} to build each transaction t1 ε T, 

such that ti   I.  A set of items is called an itemset. If an itemset set has k items, it is a k-

itemset. Considering two itemsets A and B, such that A   I and B   I and do not have items in 

common, that is, A Ո B = ϕ. In this case, A implies B, where A is called antecedent and B is 

the consequence of the rule. 

The general objective of mining is to find, from the set of T transactions, all the rules 

that associate the presence of an itemset, A, for example, with any other. However, since I has 

a total of m items, the search space for all rules is theoretically exponential O(2
m
), because all 

items can constitute itemsets. 

In practice, not all I items are present in T transactions and others, occur in a very low 

number of transactions. According to [5], this sparseness is harnessed by mining methods, 

making them viable and efficient. In this sense, two measures were created for the rules, 
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known as support and confidence, which are calculated from the frequency of occurrences of 

the itemsets involved in the rule. 

The support S of an association rule, A → B, is the percentage of the transaction that 

contains A Ս B considering the amount of transaction n of T. The frequency of an itemset is 

denoted by f, which is the number of T transactions that contain this itemset. The support can 

be seen as the probability of occurrence of itemset A Ս B in T and is calculated: 
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The support therefore indicates the relative frequency of rules and can be used to 

compare them, i.e., rules with high values indicate a strong presence of the itemset. On the 

other hand, very low support rules can only represent a random occurrence. 

The confidence C of an association rule, A → B, is the percentage of transactions that 

contains A Ս B considering all the T transactions that contain A. In this case, C is given by the 

conditional probability P(B|A) or the probability of B occurrence, when A occurs. The 

calculation can be made using the formula below: 
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The confidence indicates the ability to predict the rules. The rules with high 

confidence values stand out qualitatively from the others, by the level of certainty of 

occurrence of the consequent of the rule, from the cases where its antecedent occurs.  On the 

contrary, rules with low confidence do not provide prediction safety and, therefore, are of 

limited use. 

It is quite common in the mining algorithms of association rules the adoption of pre-

established user limits for support and confidence, defined as minimum support (sup-min) and 

minimum confidence (conf-min), reducing the amplitude of the problem. 

The Apriori algorithm is one of the best-known algorithms for the application of 

association rules with wide practical application in the market. The Apriori algorithm can also 

be easily personalized, which is a fundamental characteristic of its success in the market. In 

this sense, this study seeks to look at the traditional Apriori parallelization processes that 

consider homogeneous machines and presents a new proposal of a distributed Apriori 

algorithm for heterogeneous performance machines. 

 

 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

2.1. MATERIALS 

 

A test environment composed of several virtual machines with different CPU, 

processor speed and RAM was considered. The characteristics of each machine are shown in 

Table 1. 
 

Table 1. Environment characteristics 

ID CPU Processor speed RAM 

MC1 Intel Core i7-8565U 1.8 GHz 16 GB 

MC2 Intel Core i5-8265U 1.6 GHz 16 GB 

MC3 Intel Core i5-8250U 1.6 GHz 8 GB 

MC4 Intel Core i3-8130U 2.2 GHz 4 GB 
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Three versions of the Apriori algorithm were adopted in the testing process: (i) the 

original version proposed by R. Agrawal and made available by [6]; (ii) the parallel version of 

Apriori proposed by [20]; and (iii) the version proposed in this study and presented in the 

methods section. The code was implemented in Java in the Eclipse IDE 2019-06 interface. 

Each test was performed 10 times and the geometric mean was calculated since it is less 

affected by extreme values than the arithmetic mean. The number of transactions ranged 

between 1000 transactions and 5000 transactions. A value of 0.10 was defined as the 

minimum support value. This value was kept constant throughout all the tests. It is important 

to mention that according to [6] a lower support level originates a longer the processing time 

of the Apriori algorithm since it becomes necessary to explore a larger number of itemsets. 

For each test, the time reducing rate was calculated considering the two parallel 

implementation versions of Apriori. In the first group of tests, two processors (MC1 and 

MC2) were considered, in the second group three processors (MC1, MC2 and MC3) were 

incorporated and finally, the third group considers the existence of four processors (MC1, 

MC2, MC3 and MC4).   

 

 

2.2. METHODS 

 

 

The Apriori algorithm was proposed by R. Agrawal and R. Srikant in 1994 for 

extraction of association rules in data mining. It is currently one of the most widely used 

algorithms in data mining and is considered a classic [6-9]. According to [10] its name derives 

from the fact that its method uses characteristics of a frequent pattern already found 

previously (prior) to search for more patterns. The Apriori is based on the AIS algorithm 

proposed by [11], but whose main limitation is the fact that the discovery of association rules 

is limited to only one item in the consequence of the rule. Therefore, the Apriori was the first 

algorithm to efficiently reduce the search space in the data, which substantially improved the 

performance in the discovery of association rules [6]. It improved the AIS since it made it 

possible to extract association rules with more than one item in the consequent of the rule. 

Apriori is based on the principle that if an item set is frequent, then all subsets are also 

frequent, and uses a wide search strategy [12]. This principle is due to the following support 

property: 

 

      (    )    ( )    ( ) (3) 

 

This way, the support of an itemset is never greater than the support of its subsets. 

This property is known as the support anti-monotonics [6]. This algorithm has an organization 

that guarantees great flexibility in the generation of association rules and its parameterization 

is made based on minimum support and minimum confidence [13-14]. 

The support of a two items series is given by the total number of database records in 

which the two items appear together. It is typically analyzed in percentage terms when 

considering the total of records. However, as the number of items in a data series increase, the 

possible combinations between these items increase exponentially, which leads to an increase 

in processing time. The solution as proposed by [15] is to reduce the number of items 

involved and, consequently, the combinations to be considered in each processing step. The 

definition of a minimum support eliminates the items that do not appear in a sufficient 

number of records to achieve the previously defined minimum criterion. Consequently, in 

each phase, there is verification of its support and this combination can be eliminated from the 
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process if it does not reach the minimum support, thus reducing the number of combinations 

that will be considered in the next phases [16]. The support can be calculated through: 
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Another measure used in the discovery of association rules is the confidence of the set 

of frequent items. In general terms, confidence measures the conditional probability of Y 

occurring given that X occurred. The confidence of a rule is given by: 
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In this way, a frequent item is understood to be an item that appears in large quantities 

on a dataset. In general terms, an item is considered frequent if it fulfills the following 

condition: 

 

        {    }                  (6) 

 

The lift is also another relevant measure in the Apriori and is used to evaluate 

dependencies between the antecedent and consequent of the rule. In general, the higher the 

value of the lift, the more relevant the rule becomes because the greater the dependence 

between the items that constitute it [17]. Given a rule X → Y, this measure indicates that the 

more frequent Y becomes, the more X occurs. The lift of a rule is given by the following 

formula: 
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If the lift value is equal to 1 then X and Y are independent; if the lift is positive then X 

and Y are positively dependent; otherwise, there is a negative dependency between the items. 

The lift is symmetrical, that is: 

 

     (     )        (     )  (8) 

 

Apriori is based on two properties [18]: (i) all subseries of a frequent item must also 

be frequent, i.e. a set of items (k-itemset) can only be frequent if all its subsets ('k-1'-itemset) 

are frequent; and (ii) the frequency of a set of items never increases when an additional 

element is added.  

It is important to look to the complexity of Apriori. Given d items, there are 2
d
 

possible candidate itemsets. Therefore, the total number of itemsets is equal to 2
d
 and the total 

number of possible association rules is given by the expression below: 
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Apriori demands high computational performance, due to its large search space 

involving the generation of candidates for sets of frequent items. However, one of the great 

advantages of Apriori is its ease in being parallelized. The parallel version of the Apriori 

algorithm proposed by [19] has two fundamental objectives: (i) identification of frequent sets 

that present higher computational demand; and (ii) reduce the volume of communication 

between processors. 

The tests performed by [19] show a significant reduction in processing time and 

demonstrate that the model can be scalable according to the number of distributed machines. 

However, the proposed model assumes that the distributed processing is homogeneous, i.e., 

all machines have the same processing power. This situation only occurs in specific cases and 

does not take advantage of the full potential of distributed processing, since in the phase of 

synchronization between machines, it is necessary to wait for the machine with the worst 

performance. In this sense, this study presents a proposal of a distributed Apriori algorithm 

for heterogeneous performance machines. This proposal can be mapped in four phases: (i) the 

data set is partitioned by the available N processors according to their processing capacity; (ii) 

in each iteration of the algorithm, each processor computes the frequency of the sets of items 

in the local partition of the data set; (iii) at the end of each iteration, a sum of the local 

frequencies of each set of items is performed, calculating the global frequency of each item. 

This step requires synchronization between the processors to disclose the local frequencies 

determined by them; and (iv) the sets of infrequent items, i.e., those that have support below 

the stipulated minimum, are discarded. The frequent items are used to generate sets of 

candidate items for the next iteration. 

 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

 

Table 2 presents the results obtained considering the three considered scenarios. In 

each scenario, the number of included processors was changed. The findings allow us to 

conclude that there was a significant reduction in the processing time of the parallel version of 

the Apriori (Parallel Apriori v.1) concerning its original version. The rate of reduction of 

processing time is higher than 50%, especially when the number of processors increased in 

the parallel version of the algorithm. These results are aligned with the findings found by [20], 

in which a reduction rate close to 80% was found when the number of itemsets was 2500. In 

our tests, this rate of reduction was higher than 95% when we have 5000 itemsets, but they are 

sustained by two factors: (i) the time reducing rate increases with the number of itemsets 

considered; (ii) the processors considered in this test present higher processing speeds. The 

execution time of the original Apriori remains the same for both scenarios because there was 

no parallelism, and the itemsets were all executed only in MC1. 

When we compare the two parallel versions, we realize smaller differences in the 

performance of the algorithm. In the parallel Apriori v.1 are considered homogeneous 

machines, while in parallel Apriori v.2 are considered heterogeneous machines. The 

performance of both algorithms is clearly superior to the original version of Apriori, but 

version 2.0 of parallel Apriori offers reduced processing times, particularly when the number 

of itemsets increases. 
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Table 2. Comparative analysis of the performance of algorithms 

Itemsets Original Apriori 

[sec.] 

Parallel Apriori 

v.1 [sec.] 

Parallel Apriori 

v.2 [sec.] 

Time reducing rate 

between the two parallel 

versions [%] 

MC1 and MC2 

1000 0.151 0.092 0.090 2.17 

2000 0.283 0.127 0.122 3.94 

3000 0.871 0.298 0.277  7.78 

4000 1.892 0.681 0.638 6.31 

5000 4.327 1.379 1.282 7.03 

MC1, MC2 and MC3 

1000  0.151 0.071 0.069 2.82 

2000 0.283 0.098 0.093 5.10 

3000 0.871 0.124 0.113 8.87 

4000 1.892 0.189 0.163 13.76 

5000 4.327 0.356 0.297 16.57 

MC1, MC2, MC3 and MC4 

1000  0.151 0.066 0.065 1.52 

2000 0.283 0.081 0.075 7.41 

3000 0.871 0.098 0.088 10.20 

4000 1.892 0.125 0.101 19.20 

5000 4.327 0.213 0.153 28.17 

 

Furthermore, the findings allow us to conclude that as the number of processors 

increases, the time reducing rate also increases significantly. Figure 1 depicts this situation 

when the number of processors is increased. For 1000 itemsets the reduction rate is negligible 

(i.e., 1.52%), while this value rises significantly to 28.17% when we consider 5000 itemsets. 

The obtained results consider only the use of the original Apriori algorithm without 

modifications. Over time, modified versions of Apriori like I-Apriori and T-Apriori have been 

introduced in which the presented performance is superior by reducing the number of 

candidate items and transactions [21, 22]. Additionally, the characteristics of the datasets were 

not explored according to the study carried out by [23], in which three datasets (i.e., spect 

heart database, primary tumor database, and mushroom database) are considered. The results 

obtained by [23] indicate some insignificant differences in processing time considering the 

characteristics of the datasets and, consequently, this feature has not been explored in this 

study. 
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Figure 1. Comparative analysis of the parallel implementation of Apriori. 

 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

 

 

The Apriori algorithm is one of the best-known algorithms of association rules and 

with applications in the most diverse areas, particularly in e-commerce. Apriori can be 

divided into two stages: in a first stage, frequent itemsets are found, i.e., those with support 

higher than the minimum support, and rules should be generated from frequent items, i.e., 

those with confidence higher than the minimum confidence. To find rules that involve both 

frequent and rare items, the minimum support value should be relatively small. However, this 

can cause a combinatorial explosion in the number of itemsets which increases the number of 

considered transactions, which damages the performance of the Apriori algorithm. 

One of the potentialities of the Apriori algorithm is its parallelization. This algorithm 

can be easily parallelized as shown in previous works in this field. However, the proposed 

models do not consider the heterogeneous characteristics of each machine. In this sense, the 

developed study proposes a parallelized heterogeneous model of the Apriori algorithm and 

analyzes its performance. The findings show that the heterogeneous Apriori version of the 

algorithm offers better performances than the traditional parallel versions of Apriori when 

there are processors with different processing speeds and characteristics. The time reducing 

rate increases as more itemsets are considered. However, for relatively low values of itemsets, 

the gains are not significant due to the I/O time spent in the process of synchronization 

between the performed tasks done by each processor. 

This study offers both theoretical and practical impact. From a theoretical point of 

view, it provides a new approach to the parallelization of the Apriori when we have machines 

with different characteristics. From a practical point of view, the results obtained indicate a 

time reducing rate higher than 25% when we have four heterogeneous processors and 5000 

itemsets. As future work, we intend to adopt the proposed model considering big data 

architectures like Hadoop and/or Apache Spark, in which the processing can be distributed 

among several geographically dispersed clusters. 
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